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«Message»
New Hours
We are now open Thursday evenings from 5 to 9 pm

Tarot Discussion Group
with Kathy Eckert
7 pm Wednesdays
Suggested donation is $5 per session.
So many people were enjoying the discussion, they decided to keep it going.
This is a friendly and informal discussion group, tol provide you an
opportunity to share your findings and experiences.
Snacks are appreciated.
Newcomers are always welcome!

Spring Book Sale and Fund Raiser
A shared fund-raiser with Cherry Hill Seminary in honor of its patron, Hypatia of Alexandria
Saturday, April 19, 2014
6pm - 10pm
Shoreline Unitarian Universalist Church
14724 1st Ave NE in Shoreline, in the Chrysalis Building

A wine & cheese party with Greco-Roman flair!
Bring your wallet for the wine tasting.
Come for food, discussion and information about these great organizations.
We've recently received six boxes of books, many of which are
duplicates that we are selling at this fundraising event. Many in
pristine or very good condition. We are also including other books
that have been donated and are either duplicates of our books, or
not part of our collection criteria.
Come early for the best selection - most are priced $2 or $3.

Kathy Eckert will be doing Tarot readings

Ken Reed
Saturday, May 3
11 am at the Library
“Our lies keep us from allowing our power and natural intuitive
intelligence to emerge for a full, joyous and abundant life.”

Ken Reed, Filmmaker, Explorer, Spiritual Seeker and House Holder draws from a lifetime
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of rich experience of life not only as an adventurer but as a man searching for meaning and
willing to taunt life by living on the edge to share his conclusion in his book, The Art of
Falling Back Upon Oneself and the Yoga of Lies.
Books to Review
These are new books that have been donated by the publisher for review. If you would like to write a review,
reply to this newsletter.

Shamanic Awakening: My Journey Between the Dark and the
Daylight
Sandra Corcoran (Mar 2, 2014)
from the back cover:
Sharing the core teachings of her many indigenous and esoteric mentors,
including lessons in synchronicity, metaphysics, the extraordinary power of the
heart, multi-dimensional realms, and energy healing, Corcoran leads readers on
an adventure across continents through birth, death, ceremony, and ritual to
renewal and the frontier of expanded consciousness.“

The Council of Light: Divine Transmissions for Manifesting the
Deepest Desires of the Soul
Danielle Rama Hoffman (Sep 29, 2013)
from the back cover:
Offering an opportunity to form a direct connection with the Council of Light,
this book provides practical tools to move from a life of worry, debt, exhaustion,
and isolation to one of joy, abundance, purpose, ease, and connectedness, with
a team of Divine supporters to assist you along the way.

The Zero Point Agreement: How to Be Who You Already Are
Julie Tallard Johnson (Dec 1, 2013)
from the back cover:
Drawing from the Heart Sutra, the I Ching, indigenous wisdom, the teachings of
the Dalai Lama, quantum physicist David Bohm, and the Kadampa master
Atisha, Johnson outlines a practice centered on the Zero Point Agreement. It is
a practice based on the understanding that you yourself are the zero point of
your lifle and that life’s purpose and meaning come from within.

Interesting things on the web.

A year ago today, April 2, 2013,TED.com finalized their decision to segregate Rupert Sheldrake, PhD’s TEDx talk
“The Science Delusion” from their main database of searchable talks. Sheldrake’s talk focused on general
dogma and other assumptions in science, more specifically the theory of materialism (the view that all reality
is reducible to physical matter including mind, will, humor, emotions, and memory).
Read more about materialism. Read more about the TEDx shutdown
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